Beam loss caused by tune shift or reduction of energy acceptance is not a major concern when varying the skew quads in SPEAR3.
20 different setting of skew quads;
 Vertical beam size measure at one location;
 Global beam loss from DCCT  LOCO analysis for 4 cases Average vertical beam size; Emittance ratio
Results
211 generations and about 9 hours in total (<3 minuets /generation);
 Refill the stored current to 100mA twice;
 The optimization was paused during the fill and restarted by loading the dumped data after the fill~1 Red: 1; Green: 6; Blue: 11; cyan: 156; black: 211. the best at selected generations
The solutions start to cluster at several regions rather than spread out in the whole hyperspace in the 6th and 11th generation. It appears that the final region of the solution is found in the 156 th generation. GA results are better but cost a lot of time: 9 hours vs. 30 minutes;
LOCO results could be improved;
 GA will show more advantage for bigger machine with more magnets or more complex problems.
